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The bfx'cct oi' Inbreeding on the Variation due to Recessive Genes.

by F). Robe^tiDTi.
In lixs classical treatment of inbreeding, Wright (1921) developed the

concept of the inbreeding coefficient F, -which he defined as the correlation

between the genetic constitution of the gametes in the uniting egg and sperm.

This is directly related to the heterozygosity i-eraainxng in the population

which is equal to 1 - f times the heterozygosity at the start of inbreeding. »

If a number of inbred lines are made without selection from a random breeding

population, the genetic variance due to genes which act additively increases

between lines as 2F and decreases within lines as 1 - P. For genes which do

not act additively, there is not the same correspondence between neterosygosity

and variance and the above relationships do not hold. as we know little about

the dominance relationships of the genes controlling continuous variation, it

seemed desirable to investigate theoretically the effect of inbreeding on the

variation due to genes which are eoKpleteiy recessive and to genes which show

overdotdnanco. Particular attention is given to the case in which the

recessive (or quasi-recessive) is at low frequency as this is the most probable
■ situation in natural populations.

. * We shall deal first with continued full-sib mating in wnioh the results

can be.worked out by siaple, if rather laborious, arithmetic and -where the

process cess be most easily visualised. The more general situation of slow

inbreeding in lines of constant breeding siae requires more sophisticated

mathematics ancitke details of the derivations are given in on appendix. The
■ two methods are in good agreement.

Continued Full-Sib bating.

This system of mating can be treated most simply by the -..e thod of mating

types, originally used by Jennings (1916) and subsequently with the help of

•matrix theory by i 1 r fialdaae (193?) qnd by Fisher (19h9)» If cmly

two alleles Af. are present in the population at a locus, there are six possible
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types of Eatings. The relative frequencies of tastings of different types

in assy generation can be calculi ted from the frequencies in the previous

generation on the assumption that the offspring are mated at random. For

instance, mating© laxaa will give offspring Aa, aa and if these are

mated at random, one quarter of the tastings vrill be of 'the type ha x Aa,

one half Mxa and one quarter m x as. The equations giving the frequencies

of the six types in terns of the frequencies in the preceding generation are

shown schematically in Table 1 in which y0, for instance, signifies the

frequency of M x M matings in the aero generation.

fable 1.

M x M M x ha Mxaa iazla haxaa aaxaa
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Eeading horizontally , we have, for instance, = -J y0 + sQ + uQ + | vQ.
If a is coapletely recessive to A and the phenotypic value of M, Aa is taken

as zero and of aa as unity, the genetic variance within the progeny of ita x Aa

and to x aa taatings is and reflectively, the other sating types having no

variation within their progeny. The average variance within lines (each lino

being in this case a single seating) is JjL u + % v. The genetic variance
between lines is easily calculated, as the expected value for the progeny is

zero for all types except those represented by u, v, w for which it is J, §
and 1 respectively.

In the imputations, we take as a^, y0, z0, etc. the values for a random-
bred population and evaluate the set }&^, y^, z^ etc. and so on. Fig.l shows
the frequencies of ranting types other than M x to. The immediate effect of

the inbreeding is to cause y to decrease and u and v to increase. After about

6 generations, the frequencies of all types of actings except M x to and

aa x aa become practically constant relative to one another and then decline

to zero when inbreeding is couplets. At that point, x = 0,90 and w = 0.10,

as all lines become homozygous for either A or a. The variance within lines

increases considerably in the first generation (F = 0.25) to 2.99 times its

random breeding value, remains fairly stationary for two further generations,

and than declines. The Variance between lines increases continually as the

inbreeding progresses, the rise being almost linear for the first six gener¬

ations (Fig.2). .Olhaideratlon of the first generation only aiows that the

variance within lines will only increase above its random breeding vaLue if the

frequency, q, of the recessive gene is below 0.2*7. At low gene frequencies,

at the start almost all the a genes will 'be carried in isitings to x to which

will have frequency approximately l*q, the frequencies of other satings in which

heterosygotes take part being in higher powers of q. Thus all the actings,

except those of type M x AA, will derive from an initial entry of y0 as l*q.
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It follows that the shape of the curves showing the effect of inbreeding on

variation will become independent of q as q decreases, as all entries will be

multiples of q. Computation shows that in this case, the variance within

saatiags reaches its maximum value of Q,2G7q after three generations of •

inbreeding (F « O.I&>). Under random ratting conditions, matings of type

Aa x la will make the major contribution to the variance within raatings with

frequency Uq (1-q) ( ^ lr<a2) and variance giving an average variance

u±ttosDmsda£agx of IjL q2. At its maodiaum, tile variance within mating3 is
therefore Q»20?q ~ 0.276 times its random breeding value. Fig. 3 shows

0.75q2 *~T~"
the curves for the different variances when q is very low ■which are not very

different from those in Fig.2 for q = 0.10.

She total genetic variance rises continuously as the inbreeding progresses.

ffhm complete hoiaoagrgosis is reached, the total variance is q(l-q), q lines

having phenotypic value unity and 1-q having value aero. With random sating,

when a fraction q2 have genotype aa and phenotype value one and the rest have

value aero, the total variance is o2 d-q2). Of this, toe additively genetic

component, toe portion usually detected in genetic analyses such as heritability

studies, is only q3(l-9).. , when Inbreeding is complete, toe total variance is
2

equal to 1 . times its random breeding value and 2 times the part of the
q(l+q) W

variation that can usually be detected. For genes which act strictly addit¬

ively, toe total variance at complete homosygosis is twice toe total variance

under random breeding coalitions, toe latter being, of course, equal to toe

additive component.

Inbreeding in Lines of Constant Breeding Sise.

In toe more general case with slow inbreeding, in which each line is of
constant breeding sise, it is isore convenient to consider toe inbreeding from
toe point of view of the change of gene frequency in toe several lines.

Starting from a population with a given gene frequency, the frequencies in the
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lineSj as inbreeding progresses, gradually patter further andfurther from the sad

original value due to sacpling (the phenomenon which in discussions of evolution

is often called the "Bewail Wright drift"). The frequency averaged over the

whole population of lines remains the sane as that in the original random

breeding population, if there has been no selection. then inbreeding is

couplet®, the gene frequency in each line is either 0 or 1. The variance

within and between lines can then b© related to the distribution of the gene

frequency in the several lines. Within a line in which the gene frequency is

$1, the genetic variance is q^l-q^) so that the average value of the genetic
variance between lines is/ig - fU- vmere the j*-\ are the moments of the q
distribution about aero. By a similar argument, the genetic variance between

2 2
lines is the variance of ^ «. and the total genetic variance is
/J-2 J*2 ' ®10 eva^yja^Qa general egressions for the moments, and
therefore of the variances, as inbreeding progresses, depends on matrix theory

and is given in an appendix. The within line variance is given by

Vw « a(l-F) + b(3H?)3 + c(1-F)6
where a » 0.8 q(l-q)

b # • q(l-q(X-2q)

C a 0.2q(l-q) - q2(l-q2).
Mien F « 0, Vw«a + b + c « q2(l«q2) and when F » 1, V^bO, The change of

?w when F is small can be Judged from the coefficient of F in the expansion of
toe above equation, which on simplification becomes q(l-q)(l-6q2). ?w will then
only pass through a maximum if l-6q2 >0, i.e. <1 <. O.iil and will otherwise

decline continuously. As F increases, toe last two terms in Vv/ decrease in
importance until \ becomes proportional to 1-F. ihen q is small, Vw becomes
q(0.8(l-f) - (1-F)3 + 0.2(1-F)^), and rises to a maximum of Q,280q, when F « 0.U6,

compared to q2(l-q2) in toe random, bred population. The maximum value is then

roughly 9.?.?,$?. times the random-breeding value, in good agreement with the value
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of ?-?-?!§- obtained from continual full-sib mating.
q

Th© additive component of the variance within lines, the component

detectable by such techniques as parent-offering regression, is for a given
3

line (1-qi) so that the average value of this,Va, is |-( M- 3 - lb the
above terminology this is given by 0.l8?a(l-F) - 0»25&(l~Fp + c (1-^)6,

It is not possible to give simple formulae foi/bhe between line or total

variance except when q is small. Then, esspanding % as a power of F, the

tern with the lowest power of q is 3F\. The total variance is then Fq.

Figs.it and $ shew the behaviour of V^, Vj^and V^. when q is very small and
when q = 0.10. The curves show clearly the main features of the effect of

irabroeding on the variances Vw^increasc# to a laa^dmum when P « Q*k to 0»S>
and then decline#. \ increases slowly at the start as F3 but increases

more rapidly when F is greater than O.hO. increases almost linearly with

F in both cases.

borne discrepancies will be noted between tiie results obtained from the

two models. For instance, in -the continuous case there is no variation

between lines at aero inbreeding whereas there is in the full-sib case. The

continuous case, deriving from random mating between a chosen number of parents,

automatically includes the possibility of sob® self-fertilisation. The first

generation to show variation between lines is therefore inbred. If self-

fertilisation is aiiplicitly excluded, as of course in a bisexual organism, it

is possible to have 'variation between lines (or rather between families) without

the animals being inbred. However, the two systems are otherwise In good

agreement.

Genes Showing Overdoajnanee.

It is possible that, at some loci, the phenotypio value of the heterozygote

say lie outside the range of those of 'the hoaoaygotes. Of the extent and kind

of such "overdosinance'1 we know very little. As a model, it will be assumed

that the phenotypio values are Mh , laO and aa 1. Using the moment
/terminology ...



terminology, -fee variance between lines is then given by

\ 88 2 V^2Jul, ♦ (1-2 U - 5 \»2)}l2 + U U (1+^ )- (1+ U
Pigs.6 and 7 show the within and between line variances for several

values of ^ when q => 0.10. The curves for ^ = 0.1 are little different

from those for VisOin Fig.U but as h increases, tlie Increase of with F

becomes less until for a value of H slightly over 0.3, decreases

continuously tvith F. From these results, it seems likely that the general

conclusions arrived at for conplsfcely recessive genes will also apply to genes

showing overdorainance provided is less than 0.2.

Hie Effects of Selection.

3h the earlier analysis it was assumed that there was no selection against

the recessive gene. As, in general, recessives cause some decline in fitness

when they are homozygous, it seemed worthwhile to calculate the changes in

variance in the oxtrmm case when the selection against the homozygous recessive

is complete. Here, the mean gene frequency in the population of lines will

not remain the mm but will gradually decline as selection proceeds. The

genetic variance will not depend on the inbreeding coefficient alone but also

on the amount of selection and therefor© on -fee number of generations that the

inbreeding and selection lias proceeded. There will thus be no general

solution in terms of P and each inbreeding system will have to be treated

separately. For continued full-sib actings, when selection against aa

animals is on an individual basis, there are only three possible types of

mating and fable 1 saust be modified as follows.



Table 2#

*L

y1

Ak x M M x Aa

y0

4

Aa x Aa

u-

1

9

k
9

9
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The average variance within lines is u and that between lines is
16

-A u(l-u). The results obtained are shown in Fig.8 for q « 0.1D and the curve
16
for Vw from Pig.2 is Included for comparison. Both and Vw rise at first and
then decline to aero as inbreeding approaches completion and all lines become AA

in constitution. In the early stages, the effect of selection on the behaviour

of the variance within lines is fairly small. rises to 2.69 times its

random-breeding value in the first generation and does not decline below the

random-breeding value for 7 generations, With no selection, the maximum Vw
is 2,99 times the random-breeding value and it takes 10 generations to decline

to that value again. The selection against the recessive on this model is the

most stringent possible on an individual basis and one can safely make the

generalisation that in the early generations of full-sib mating, selection will

not greatly affect trie behaviour of the variance within lines. If the inbreed¬

ing proceeds sore slowly, selection will be more important as it will have nor©

opportunity to take effect.

The Performance of the lanes in Crossing.

From the practical point of view more interest attaches to the performance

of the crosses between lines than to that of the lines themselves. The
ij

performance of the crosses made between members of a group of lines *ee often

discussed in terse of "general eoxrbiaing ability" and "special corobining ability".

The "general cosMaing ability" of a line refers to the average performance of

the crosses between that line and all the other lines. The "special combining

ability" of a particular cross refers to the difference between the performance

of the cross and what would have been expected from the general combining

abilities of the parent lines. 2a mathematical terms, the performance of a

particular cross Py between the i^h jth i-ima is given by

pio - 111 + H * ad + aij
where m is the mean of all crosses, ai, a^ are the general combining abilities
of the and lines and ay is the interaction term, the special combining
ability. The term "top-cross" refers to the crosses made between
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a line and a sample of individuals from the random-bred population. The

average top-erossing performance of a line should be equal to the general

combining ability in crosses with lines dram without selection from, the

random-bred population, because the gametes from a group of inbred lines

mad© without selection are exactly equivalent to a random sarnie of gametes

from the random-brad population. In a similar manner, a series of crosses

made at random between completely inbred lines are equivalent to a group of

individuals drawn from the random-bred population.

Consider two lines in which the gene frequencies of the recessive are

V v ton, assuming no to average perfonmnco of to
cross between them is q^ Qg. She general combining ability of a line with
gene frequency is q1 q whore q is the average gone frequency in the lines
and in the original population. She variance between lines in general

combining ability is q2 var # Fq3(l-q), She variance between crosses is

var (q^ q^) toere q^, q^ are independent saaples from a known distribution.
'This can be evaluated from the moments about aero of the q distribution as

/ - Hjfc ®4 ia «r«l to q2(l-q)F(F.2q^), being equal to to variance
in the random-bred population,, q2(l-q2), when F » 1. From the above equation

for P^4 the variance between crosses due to special combining ability Is equal
to the total variance between crosses minus twice the variance between lines

in general combining ability. This equals F2 q2(l-q)2. When F is sraall

compared to q, therefore, the variance between crosses is mostly due to

general eorMning ability but as F increases, the special combining ability

becomes Esaeh sore isportant. Fig.9 shows the relative contributions that the
uW-tv, y- O IO

two parts make to the variance between crosses^ From the practical aspect,
it is the best cross between members of a grox^p of lines kndc that is important.

For a given number of lines, toe probable superiority of toe best cross above

the mean will be proportional to toe standard deviation between crosses and
will be proportional to toe first power of F if q is sraall.

/The ...
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The correlation between the performance of lines in caressing when the

lines are partially inbred with the performance when inbreeding is cosplete

is of some practical interest, ils inbreeding causes the gene frequencies to

deviate between lines but does not change the average gene frequency in the

whole population of lines, it follows that the expected gene frequency in

completely inbred lines deriving from a given partial inbred line is equal to

the gone frequency in that lino. Taking the cross between tiro partially inbred

lines in which the frequency of the recessive is and q^, we want to know
the expected value of whan the inbreeding is complete. Because inbreeding

does not change the expected gene frequency, it also does not change the

expected value of the cross between two lines. In other words, the regression

of the future performance of a cross between two lines on its present

performance will always be unity, irrespective of fee stage at which the lines

are measured. From this, it follows that the correlation between future

performance and present performance will be equal to

J . In particular, for general combining
— i

ability, this equals I ffq3(l»q) 9 p iailKj £0T the performance of a
V q3(l-q)

specific line cross it is / q2(l-q) F(g+2q -Fq) s / F(F*2q -Fq)
V q2(l-q2) J 1+q

which is equal to F when q is small.

Tiie correlation between the phenotypic value of a line and its general

combining ability will be generally for a single gene fairly close to one,
p

being a correlation between and q^ .

Variation (fete to Many Recessive Genes.

We have been dealing above wife the variation due to a single recessive

gene. In practice, fee genetic variation siay be expected to be due to many

genes wife different gene frequencies and effects of different magnitude.
Fortunately, this does not greatly complicate fee picture and many of the

/results ...
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results can be taken over directly from the single gene case. The

resultant variance -will bo merely the sum of the variance due to the separate

genes, so that a generalisation can be irsade about the variation due to

tocossive genes at frequencies less than about 0.3, that the within line

variance id.ll increase until F is in the region of 0.5 and. then decline and
at

that the between line variance ivill increase/first as F->. Indeed, the

presence of variation due to many genes means that as far as the within line

variance is concerned, lines will deviate less from the predicted behaviour

than they would if the variation were due only to a single gene. In a

similar way, the formulae referring to the crossing performance of lines for

gaies of low frequency can also be taken over to the general case as can those

for the correlations aid regression of future performance and present

performance of crosses.

discussion.

The actual experimental evidence on the effect of inbreeding on the

variation within lines is fairly scanty but, in general, the decline in

phenotypic variation is slight and in some cases it is known to have increased

above the original value after several generations of brother-sister matings

(e.g. Pease, 19i$). impart from the possibilities arising from the present

paper, there are three other possible causes for such a phenomenon.

(a) Natural selection for heterozygotes may be opposing the trend towards

hosozygosis produced by inbreeding,

(b) in a©ny characters, toe greater part of the variation is environmental

in origin and therefore will not be affected by inbreeding. Hi characters

like egg production index in poultry or litter size in avine, too changes in

genetic variance may b© undetectable against toe background of the

environmental variance,

(e) The inbred lines may differ from the random-bred stock in their response

to environmental changes. iright (1935) has described a line of guinea-pigs

jin .*.
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in which a proportion of animals are otocephalies. There is considerable

■variation in head shape within the line which, on testing, was found to be

not genetic in origin. It soaas that the line has shifted towards sorae

critical threshold la th© process of head formation over which a proportion
of tiie environmental variations takes the anisuls in the course of development,

resulting in a variety of different abnormalities of head shape.
To these three factors affecting the total variation within lines, we

say now add a fourth - that the variation due to recessive genes at low

frequencymil increase with inbreeding until P is about O.^Q and may not

return to its original value until P readies close to 1.

We are still fairly ignorant about the exact behaviour of the genes

responsible for continuous variation. In sorae characters, e.g. fat percentage

in silk in cattle, it is likely that the genes are acting mostly in an

additive manner. In others, in particular, characters with low heritability

that show inbreeding depression, e.g. egg production index in poultry, yield

in raise, a high proportion of the genetic variation might be due to recessive

or overdoninant genes. Such genes will generally be held at a low frequency

in the population by natural selection. The possible increase of the genetic

variance due to such genes with increasing inbreeding lias therefore some

practical importance. There are some writers who maintain that animals whose

performance is inferior are so because they are homosygous for deleterious

recessives. fhey argue that the only way to improve trie general level of the
stock is to uncover the recessives by inbreeding and so to produce a

population with a uniformly high level of performance. Hi fact, even with

stringent selection against such recessives, it will take several generations
of brother-sister satings in which the recessives are segregating out before
tiie genetic variance within such an inbred population will decline to its

original value. This is only one of several objections to such a programme.

/The ...



The results presented here nay be of gone use in providing a possible

applanation for some pecsuliar ee^>erl3sental results but it is doubtful whether

they can be of any precise value in the analysis of continuous variation*

Ylhaaa the variation is due to severe! recessive genes at different frequencies ,

this treatment can only supply a general description of tlx© probable behaviour

of toe variances, not of sufficient precision for the experimental results to

be used to give naeh information about the genetic variation itself. The

only situation in which the gone frequencies are known accurately - in a cross

between two inbred lines - the position is complicated by linkage. In

discussing the variation due to several genes above, it has been assumed that

in the initial random-bred population there is no correlation between the

genes present at adjacent loci in a gamete. In the Pg of a cross between two
inbred lines, there -will be such a correlation between genes at adjacent loci

and any analysis will tell us about the peoperties of such blocks of genes

rather than of the individual genes. In the absence of overdoisinance at

individual loci, such blocks of genes will tend to show overdoninance thesaselves,

due to the usual covering-up of recessives* It seems therefore that

unfortunately the use of such a cross cannot tall us much about the doiainance

relationships of the individual genes.

huaaary.

The effect of inbreeding on the variation due to recessive genes has been

treated theoretically both for the case of combined full-sib mating and in lines

of small breeding size. If the recessives are at low frequency, the variation

within lines increases to a masdssm whan F is close to 0.00 and declines to

sera when inbreeding is cosplete. The additive component of the variance

within lines behaves in a similar manner. The variance between lines is ssall

at first, increasing as p3 when F is aaall. The total variance in the

population of lines increases almost linearly mth F. The variance in the

/performance ...
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parformanoe of crosses between lines is made up of a component due to the

general combining ability of lines proportional to F and to a component

asertbabla to the special combining ability in particular crosses proportional

to f2„ She special combining ability thus becomes much more important as

inbreeding progresses. The effects of overdominanee and selection are also

briefly treated,
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Jppendix.

A General Derivation of the Relationship of the Genetic Variance to the
Coefficient of lidareeding, F.

Si terras of gens frequency, the effect of inbreeding can be looked upon as

the gradual vridening of the distribution of gene frequencies until, ■when inbreeding

is complete, q nay only take the values 0 or 1. Starting -with a known gone

frequency, q, in lines of constant breeding aiae of E animals, -m can consider

the second generation as derived from the first by the sailing of groups of n

haploid. sots, the gem frequency in the different groups being distributed

binoraially mth^nq and index n. The next generation is than the repetition of
this process, each line giving rise to a group of lines rnose gone frequencies

are binomially distributed about the mean of the parent line. If the number of

lines is constant, 'the sample of existing lines can be considered as a random

sample from the above hypothetical population*

Consider in the r^1 generation, the lines (having frequency £,} in vjhich
the gene frequency is These lines mil then by the above operation give

a new group of lines la which the moments about soro of the gene frequencies
are by the usual formulae for a binomial distribution.

2

tM -

LAI. - TT + b-TTH'
t-A»l "■ -3*- +■£(>-*)v

Th© moments of the total population of lines will be the sum of the moments of

the groups of lines, arising from each value of q^ isith appropxiate weights f^
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Thus:- n » 1
-f ( - v-%V" ■

*• v> * ^1 "*" ^1 ^ ^.At 1 (the r subscripts referring to
generations).

Sisdlarly we have three other equations relating the moments in the

(r + 1)^ generation to those in the generation. which can bo written

diagrsaaatically as followss-

M (

r*.

Y I v }x Y -j Y-/A> ly

I

»

Y"X

4 (.-a o-iM'-iy

Thus, knowing the values in the aero generation, xm could work out the

values in any generation. By the use of matrix theory, it is possible to

obtain a general expression for the laojnonts in my generation. Fox* a four-rank

matrix such as the above, there are four latent roots A*, A,, \, Xa and to each

latent root there corresponds a latent vector t {a linear function of the isosaents)

such that:-
r •* ( ^ » K

V "W t I • k r b<

Y+i ty A
II t

<r x

t
VY-l 3

- K ^3

Knowing the aero value for the latent vectors, t, we can easily calculate

the values in the r^1 generation as v 1 o and so on, and therefore

also calculate the moments by expressing then as functions of the t's. As the

/elanents ...
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elements to the right-hand of the diagonal are sero, the four latent roots are

sisply the entries in the m&xi diagonal. As an exasnple of the evaluation of

the latent rectors, consider the vector tg corresponding to the root , We
laay oppress tg as +<*aA M*jA, . We then obtain the coefficients
by equating toe coefficients of the /ti deriving frcaa the t recurrence equations
with toase deriving frosj toe JX recurrence equations. Writing xte have?

X*
^

„ X
cx, V =0^-77^ aa h».

N \i tAi x

aa K : IT -* ^A,
\ X A. \

-

73- + S + a-~7T + **

^ = o

Q.^ - I (. 9*^ OlAit Vw.!,*.*}.
_ J,

a.x -
1

a., = X.

tW fcx : /A ^ JA + iA

The four equations for the t's are thesis~

Xa-- ». U ' >L.

X,-- t-T, b« ' A,

v-o- WM'-i) W 1 iA -1/. -o"*
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If n is large, we may write

t3 - -1 ^a, + ja>^ - a/A>i -v

Ctorresjpp&d&ngly, wo have four equations for the ocaaeats in tenas of the

latent vectors.

M,x = t.'+t,
-- t. + f t, + tx

/A,^ - t„ + |- tx -+-Xtt -v- ta

In the zero generation, we have aj\ ^

.fco = V

0t, ~«vC'-v)
ot^ -- vt,"<vHi-'v)
•fc3 c ~i ^C'-'v) + v('-v)

Then for in the r generation,

* y^v ~^ «■

a t +t ~ 4
V O VI

= -1 p,- a*'. -
; - i.c, K - V,*' -.t» t
; ± v(,-v)\- <v('-00-H)^ ">■ CtvO-I)- VM')C

V j V"
how N, - (l ~* ) and as 4 is the expeoted relative decline in heterozygosis

n
i \r

each generation li~ tO is the proportion remaining and is equal to 1 - F.

If a is eaaU, then = U - f) Thus X> f) approximately
and - (l- F} , vV,"J-

v : ( «- f) -v t (i-f)% c(i-f)
u
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S,'wiU<13. <x = -J (
■iC'*. v I f'.^a-(A.+

= i t-7% -

- *•(*- F) f-^ t(t~ F) F y (i - F)

V^ is given by the expression vt -- /<X-Mx

XfCOVG J^>v - V"~ <V(l~tv) ^
.- c^" ^ v (l_t) ^ . yv-"$-

vt - vO "* p(l_:iv) -
If q is snail, this reduces to Fq» is then obtained as % - \ but
unfortunately no staple egression seems to exist. Scansion gives, in order

of powers of F,

- ^(>-^1 F- L+<v + F (ll+v(i~t) ~^v) + "t-iv":iov(,~'W}+ •■■ ■

If .q is snail, the first and second terras, being of the third and second

order in q, mil be small compared to the third torn and therefore if F is

small, ^ as jflAj.
For tiie genes showing overdorainance, the general principles are the same

except -feat the values for the first and third moments also enter into the

calculation,

the variance between the performances of the lines on top-crossing to

the original population can easily be calculated. If the gene frequency in
a line is then the proportion of horaosygous recessives in back-crossing to
the original population (in which the gone frequency is q) is qq-j_, and this
uill b© the mean pheaotjpe value of the cross. The variance required is then
q2 var qx = q2(>^-X)= V = F<t 0~ t) which increases
as the first power of F. If we cross two linos in which the gene frequencies

/are
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are <ixs 120311 phenotypie value of the cross is <g](ig. To calculate the
total variance between such crosses, we have to find the variance of q^qg when
q1 and q£ are independent members of the q distribution. Actually the laoraaats
about zero of such a distribution of a product are the products of the moments

of the parent distributions. us in this case,/ the two samples are from the

mm distribution, the Eioiaents about aero of the product distribution are the

square of the moments of to q distribution. In terms of those moments tfcsdbE
v, 4

the variance between line crosses m

* ^O-OFfFv^- Fv)
Tiros the variance between line crosses is proportional to F*" if q is small.
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by

T. C. Carter and Alan Robertson,
Medical Research Council, and Animal Breeding A

Genetics Research Organisation,
Edinburgh,

»»aass»-£3=asazs«=s=:ascss:

*♦ Introduction.

The discovery of genetioal linkage by Bateson and Bunnett in

1906 marked the beginning of a period in which the new science of genctba

was te be drawn into a close relationship with cytology. Development

was rapid and it was soon shown that genes were organised in linkage-groups;

that within each group they were arranged in a linear order; that eaoh

linkage-group corresponded with a chromosome; and that the mechanism of

crossing-over was chiasms formation. By 1913 Sturtevant was able to

construct the first linkage-group maps.

It became apparent, however, that linkage-group maps were strictly

accurate only when closely linked genes were involved; the linkage between

two widely separated marker genes A and C was always found to be less than

predicted by suming the linkages of A and G with an intermediate marker B,

It was recognised that this deficiency must be due to double crossing-over
between A and G; and in 1919 Haldane gave a mathematical analysis of the

problem, based on a model in which crossing-over took place by exchange of
<



parts between flexible chromosomes* He wed the concept ©f a strictly
additive map-dis tanee, of which the unit should be a morgan, and to which

small linkage values should approximate doaelys and he showed that with

fully flexible chromosomes (and consequently with randomly distributed

oMasmata) the recombination fraction, y, would be related to the map-

distance, x, by the equation

y - |(1 - e" te) ♦ *.*...*..♦**. . (1).

With this model, therefore, reexxablnatiyn fractions exoeedii^ 50$were

impossible*

Haldan© also examined the effect of imperfect flexibility of the

chromosomas; thio would reduce the probability of a ehiaaaa forming in

the soar neighbourhood of an existing chiasmaj and he showed that the

effect would be to shift the reccmblnation-fraotioiy'map-distanoe curve

s© that it lay between the curve of (1) and the straight line y m x*

Recombination exceeding 50$ becomes possible with this modified

two-strand model*

Meanwhile it appeared from cytological am geneHeal studies that

the formation of chiasmata during meiosis occurs after each chromosome has

split longitudinally into two chromatids, and that only one chromatid of
each pair takes part. Following earlier work by Bridges (1916), this was

firmly established by Anderson (1925)* It was followed by mathonatical
studies of the four-strand model, notably by Weinstein (1928, 1932, 1996a,

19|6b, <938, 1939)* He waa mainly concerned with analysing the effects of
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the adxitional degree of freedom introduced by changing from a two-

strand to a four-strand modal* Suppose, for example, ■feat the four

strands are A, A*, a and a*, and that an existing ohiaama involves A

and a| then a new neighbouring ohiasma may Involve any of the pairs

A'a', A'a, A&* and Aat furthermore, the probabilities may not be the

sam© of forming the digressive (four-strand) type A'a», the progressive

(three-strand) types A'a and Aa* and the regressive (two-strand) type Aa.

Two distinot sorts of interference may thus be recognised*

First, the probability that a new chiasraa will form in a given region

sad may be influenced by the position of that region relative to an

existing neighbouring ohiasmaj and, second, the probability that a given

strand will talc© part in the new chiasma amy depend on whether or not it

took part in the neighbouring chiasms. The first, being the only sort

of Interference which could occur in the early two-strand model, was

called 'ehiaaasa interference*. This terminology now seems unfortunate,

since both varieties involve chiasmataj we have therefore adopted

Instead the tern 'position interference*• The second sort has been

described as 'chromatid, interference', but this likewise seems an

unfortunate choice? we shall use the tern 'type interference'. It

is a characteristic of multi-strand systems and cannot exist in a two-

strand model.

It follows from Weinstein's results that, with a four-strand

model, recombination exceeding §<$ is possible, but only when both of
two conditions are satisfied, namely (i) there must be type interference,
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whether or not there is also position interference, and (ii) the type

interference must he such that the progressive type of chiasms is

formed more often than the regressive type.

Further contributions to the problems of genetical recombination

and chiasms formation were made by Jennings (l^W), Winge (^fe) and Mather

(1936, 1937s 1938, 1940). It was suggested that chiasms formation may

be a sequential process, starting from the centromere and progressing

distally, the distribution of the point of formation of each new chiasma

being dependent only on the position of the immediately preceding chiasma.

With sane changes, this concept was adopted and developed into a

mathematical theory of genetieal recombination by Owen (1949), following
earlier papers by Fisher, lyon and Owen (1947) and by Fisher (1948),

Owen assumed a certain form of interference probability function and found

that, whan applied to his model, it gave reocxnbination-fraction/map-diatanoe
curves of two kinds. In both, the recombination fraotion tended to 501

for very large map distances, but they differed in the nature of the curve

for medium map«distances. In one class the recombination fraction rises

monotomically with incre aaipg map-distance, approaching (but never

exceeding) the value 5Q;lj in the other class the recombination fraction

rises to a maximum greater than p0.4 and then executes damped oscillations

round this value.

One fundamental feature of Owen's approach, however, seems

open to objection he confines attention to events on one strand of the

tetrad, disregarding events on the other three strands. Some ohiasmata
are thus totally neglected. So, too, is the important fact that events
on the other three strands are not independent of events on the strand to
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which attention is confined.

A result of this one-strand approach is that the distinction

between the four chromatids is lost} the equations appropriate to a

two-strand model then become applicable, and are used by Owenj it is

therefore impossible to incorporate an explicit treatment of type

interference, which is essentially a multi-strand phenomenon, Owen

(1950) recognises that with a four-strand model type interference is

necessary for the existence of recombination in excess of 50$} but he

holds that the effects of both type- and position interference can be

adequately treated when they are subsumed into a single interference

parameter, This assertion seems to us unsupportable, since position-

end type interference are quite distinct phenomena, each of which can be

visualised as existing independently of the other.

It therefore seemed desirable to re-examine the effects of

type- and position interference,frankly using a four-strand model. To

do this we have used Owen's elegant mathematical methods to deal with

position interference and Weinstein'a treatment of type interference}

these have been integrated with a type-position interference interaction

to yield a new set of reca;ibination-fraction/map-distance relationships.

Our model therefore has three parameters, I, gQ and -X ,

referring to position interference, type interference and their interaction

respectively. Our position interference parameter I is essentially
the same as Owen's interference parameter, but its application differs

in that we take all chiasraata into account} we have* however, restricted

ourselves to the simple case, dealt with in detail by Owen, when I has
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i
the value . The type interference parameter gQ is a measure of
the excess probability that a newly-formed chiasms will be regressive

rather than progressive with respect to the immediately previous chiasms.

The interact on parameter X is a measure of the extent to which g

diminishes as the distance from the previous chiasms increases.

Fundamental four-strand model equations are derived, relating

recombination fraction and map-distance to chiasms frequency and type

interference. These are first applied to some simple cases in which

position interference is absent but type interference present; the

general case is considered next; and, finally, the special case in which

position interference is present but type interference absent,

2, The dependence of recombination-fraction
and map-distance on chiasms frequency.

The fundamental recombination-fraction and map-distance

ecjiations obtained in this section are based on the following assumptions,

(a) Chiasms formation involves two non-sister chromatids in a four-strand

bivalent, of which only one arm is considered, (b) Type interference

may exist and is measured by (&<■- f), where oC is the probability that
a chiasms will be regressive (two-strand) with respect to its adjacent

predecessor and ¥ is the probability that it will be |Wgressive

(four-strand). Position interference may exist, but the equations obtained
are of general validity, whether it exists or not,

(i) Recombination fraction.
The recombination- fraction between two loci A and B is, by
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definition, that fraction of all gametes, and therefore of all emergent

chromatids, which shows recombination between A and B. The total

population of chromatids can be subdivided into classes according as

they were derived from bivalants which carried 0, 1, 2 n ...

chiaamata between A and B» Let the frequencies of these classes be

to, £), • .. % • •• respectively, so that Zen - 1,

and let 0n be the frequency of recombinant chromatids in the class
derived from bivalents having n ohiasmata between A and B. Then

tlie recombination fraction is the weighted mean value of 0, the weights

being the class frequencies; so we have

y = ¥(fl0 * ^\0% + ?2$2 + **• + pi$a + (2)

For n = 0 none of the chromatids is a recombinant, whence 0Q* 0}

for n = 1, two of the four chromatids are involved in the single chiasms,

whence 0^ a h Weinstein (1938, 19^8) has given the values of 0 for
higher values of n» The results which he quotes are:-

0-$ * 0$ ~ * * * ® j^2n+1 " •** 58 ^ • • • (3a)
02 » i - 2 (°*2 *"^2) •••(3b)

where c-f2 ^^2 are th® values of and appropriate to the formation of
the second chiasms. Similarly

02n a S * f 0*2 -N/2)(ct • ^2n ~ ^2n) (*»)

When equations (2) and (3) are combined, they give the fundamental



equation relating recombination fraction to chiasms frequency and type

interference*-

— ^ JL
= £j>Pn - i2-?2n H(% -^2i)

n»1 n=1 i=p

oO 30,

5 -1(1 - Pq) - ajP2n H (*2i -J'2i) ...(4)
na1 ist

(ii) llap-dxatanoe.

She map-distance between A and B is the sum of the

recombination fractions of the indefinitely large number of indefinitely

small sub-segments between A and B» Each of these is assumed to be

so small that it can never contain more than one chiasmaj therefore for

each sub-segment

y » f(#o ♦ *101
* ki

This is half the mean number of ciuasmata in the sub-segment. The

map-length of the whole segment AB is therefore half the mean number

of chiasmata in the segment, i.e.

x » j( B| + + ... ♦ nPa + ... )

O£>

a lEnPa (5)
n»1

This is the fundamental equation relating map-distance to chiasms frequency.
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3* ffhe affect of type interference alone.

We shall first examine three special, simple cases in which

there is no position interference and type interference has only certain

constant, limiting values. When there is no position interference,

the relative frequencies of 0, 1, 2 n ... ohiasmata in a marked

segment AB are given by the Poisson terms e**®mn/n£ (Haldane, 1919)»

where m a 2x is the mean number of ohiasmata in the segment#

(i) Type interference absent*

When type interference is also absent, so that PC - 0,

aquation (4) degenerates into

y = i d - ?o)

a (1 » e^ra0/ 0!)

» i (1 - e"2*) , . (6)

This is Haldane*s no-inteinference equation.

(ii) Complete negative type interference.
When all ohiasmata are of the regressive type, so that

A- JK-i. equation (4) beoones
uO.

y 3 i(1 - P0)""^ -:.p2nn=1

» h - i^p2n
nwQ

a | , + m£ ♦ + ••• )
2! U

. i - («* * «""))



—1 o—

a 4 (1 ** e"^1)

= t (1 - (7)

y rises iaonotomieally and is asymptotic to the value y = i, i.e. the

limiting recombination fraction is

(iii) Complete positive type interference.

ihen all ohiasmata are of the progressive type, so that

^ m y a mi t elation (4) becomes

y ~ 1(1 » Po) " i (~p2 * ?4 - .m )
• (iJ0 - *2 ♦ - ••• )

. 1 - (1\ n ki j
a If * |"6 ooS 81

u |- • e^cos 2xJ «,**«•*•• (8)
y has a maximum value of 53* 34» recombination for a segment about 120 eMs

long and thereafter executes damped oscillations round the 50$ value. This

curve appears to coincide with that obtained by Owen for recombination in a

segment infinitely distant from the centromere when I a |.

4. Jhe effects of type and position interference acting together.

(i) Description of the model.

Our model has the following features?-
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(a) Saoh arm of the bivalent in which ohiasmata are to be

formed consist® of two homologous chromosome arms, each of which has

divided longitudinally into two chromatids. laoh arm is indefinitely

long,

(b) Ghiaama formation consists of the occurrence of breaks

at the same position in two non-sister chromatids, followed by

non-restitut1anal rejoining, Chiaamata are formed sequentially, the

first being nearest to the centromere.

(o) Position interference is present. If f£x)dx is the

probability of the chiasms being in a small region of length dx,

then f#*(x) is dependent only on the position of the (r-1)*h chiasms.

The centromere behaves as though it were a chiasms. The strength of the

position interference is such that the probability is u e"*udu that the

next ohiaaraa to be formed will lie in an element du at a distance u

from the last-formed (or, in the case of the first chiasma, from the

centromere). This is equivalent to the statement that I = £.

(d) Type interference is present, ' The probability that the

next chiasms will be regressive (with respect to the last-formed) exceeds

the probability that it will be |awgressive by an amount g0 when the

chiaamata are immediately adjacent#

(e) A type-position interference interaction exists.
The strength of the type interference diminishes with increasing distance

from the last-formed ohiasma. The decline is exponential, such that
dll

the excess probability, g , of a regressive over a jaswgressive chiasma
is p e when the chlasmata are separated by a distance u.

0

(f) Distance along the bivalent arm from the centromere is
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measured in terus of the metric t introduced by Owen (1949), which is
a function of the position interference parameter I,

(ii) Map-distance between two markers in the same arm of the

bivalent.

Prom the above definition of map-distance, x, it follows that

the map-distance of two adjacent segments are simply additive, i.e. if

A, B, C are three marker! genes in that order on the chromosome, then

the map-distance between A and C is the sura of the map distances between

A and B and between B and C.

the distance interference assumed here, the probability of there being

n ohiasmata between the centromere and a marker gene at a metric distance t

from it is

In Owen's discussion of interference, he showed that with

Xhs map-distance between the centromere and the gene is then

given by
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» 4©"^ (t + 2~ +3&~ ♦ . ♦ . (t+i« + -^~ + ...)^3 3 5

- * (t - K* (e+t - e**)

■ i (t - i ♦ he**)

and x(t2-t^) <* x(%2) ** x(fel)
When t is large, x(t) becomes equal to and

x(t2-ti) is ecgaal to i(t2«fcj).
(iii) fiaoombination between two markers in the same arm of

the bivalent.

When there are two markers, A and B, in an arm of a bivalent,

it may be considered to consist of the following segments:-

(a) A segment of length t^, which may or may not contain

ohiasmata, extending from the centromere to the loous of A,

(b) A segment of length 1-j extending from A to

the position of the first chiasms distal to A,

(o) Segments of lengths 12, 1^ • , between the successive
ohiasmata lying between A and B» We are at present concerned only

with the case when there are 2n chiaamata and therefore (2n-1) of these

segments.

(d) A segment extending from the 2nth chiasms after A

to the locus of B, which lies at tg^-vA Wot Cov> J ft t^ftl wft.

(®) She rest of the bivalent arm distal to B.

It has been shewn in section that the recombination
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fraction between A and B ia given by the fundamental equation
00 n

y » i(1-po) - ^/2n**(^2n-^n) (*►)n=1 la1

n

It ia therefore necessary to find the values of PQ and of P2njS("VW
appropriate to the region AB under the given interference conditions,

n

Consider first the term P2n(°^n~^n^ 'fhara is & general
distribution function f (1^, l£ • • « l2n) for the positions of the 2n
chiasmata between 4 and B; also a number of type interference functions

g(l2)s g(l^) , , • gClgv,) appropriate to the formation of these ohiasmata.
Then

n

P2n^1^2n*W 12***12n^^12^^V •••g(l2n)dl1dl2'**dlln
But the (2n-1) segments between the various successive ohiasmata are all

oh exactly the same footing. It is therefore irrelevant which suffix is

attached to any particular g, provided that no two g*s have the same

suffix; hence

(°W"^2n) )dl1dl2,,.dl2n

The position-type interference interaction may now be introduced by

substituting g0 e for gCl^tc,
^ rr rr . n (^2 ^5 • ^u+1 )

p2£^1Coi2rf*72n) 1»l2**',l2n)go ® dl1dl2««*dl2n
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But l2+ljj+ ... + ln+-j(au) is merely the distance from the first to the

(n+1)^* of the chiasmata distal to A# She Integral may therefore be

split into two parts, namely (a) the distribution of If, the position

of the first chiasms distal to Aj (b) the distribution of u, the

position of the (n+1)fch chiasms distal to A, conditional on 11 together
with the type-interference term:-

($2-*1 rt2-ti-li n ->u
! *(!,) I
o -o

n_ (V*1 , t2-ti-li n ^
p2n » | *&,) \ f(4li)g0 e audi,.... (ff)

It is therefore necessary to derive f(l,) and f(u|li) from the

postulated form of the position interference function,

Consider first f(1<|), the distribution of the first ohiasma

distal to A. this ohiasma is a distance 1, beyond A and a distance

v (at-j+1,) beyond the centromere. It will be the first chiasms in the
arm if there are none between the centromere and Af it will be the •**•»

(r«1 when there are r chiasraata between the centromere and A. If

fr(z) is the distribution of the ohiasma, the probability that the

(r+1)th ^ -j i be in an element dv at a distance v from the centromere

is therefore

f(v)fcfe
-▼

ve ♦ ( 1(v-a)e""^V
Jo J

ve~v * | (v-z)e"^v~a^ (z-hSy+. •, )e""zdzj
f*1

= ve*"v + e~V \ (r-z) sin h z dz
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a ve"v + e"* |v cos h s - a cos h a ♦ sin h *1
* e~V |(j-tj)oo3 h ♦ sin h t^j

|l,joog h fcj * sin h tyj * . . ,
. (<0

the distribution of tha position of the (n+1 of the 2n

chiaaaata between A and 0, conditional on the position of the first,

has been given by Owen (1949)* It is

f(u 11)
2n-1

last

2»vo2 2'
(ty-u-lj) t (tg-u-H)
l.?»^ _ 4 g»-t

rv=1 -(t2-u*li) (7)

It remains only to find PQ, the probability of there being -no chiasms
between A and B« This is the same as the probability that the first

chiasms distal to A shall also be distal to B» Hence, from (4*

*0 ■ cos h + sin h t<|^J dv
. ... (?)

f(l-j), f(u|lt) and P0 have now been obtained, so the recombination
fraction y can be evaluated from (4)* Ho simple integrals exist, so

num erioal methods must be used.
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(i*) ^he effeot on reoombiriation of proximity of the centromere

to the marked sector.

It will be seen from the equations that the effeot on

recombination of the position of the centromere relative to the marked

sector AB Is therefore expressed through f(l1), the distribution of

the first chiasraa beyond A. When A is remote from the centromere,

f(Imj ) takes a limiting form which is independent of , i.e. of the
distance from A to the centromere. A close approximation to this

limiting form is maintained, as t.j decreases, until A is as close as

5 o morgans to the centromere. Fig 1 shows the recombination-fraction/

map-distance curves for the limiting oases when A coincides with the

centromere (t-jsO) and when A is indefinitely remote from it (t-js^i
they are plotted for complete positive, zero and complete negative type

interference* The two curves of each pair resemble one another closely
mot

and the differences between them will usually^be important; in the
following sections, therefore, only the more general case is considered

(t-js^).

(v) The effect on recombination of type interference strength.

Fig 1 shows the recanbination-fraotiorv/maP-hiatance ourves

obtained when the type interference parameter, g0» takes various values.

They are calculated for )\ «Q, i.e. on the assumption that type interference
does not decrease as inter-chiasma distance increases.

For complete negative type interference (g0»»1) there is

recombination in excess of 50/ for marker separations between 60 cMs and

100 oMs; it rises to a maximum of about 62$ for a marker separation of
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about 100 (Ma, Beyond 180 oMs recombination is again less than 50$;

for a separation of about 210 cMs it has a minimum below 47$. For

greater separations the recombination fraction oscillates around the

50$ value, but the deviations are small.

The complete positive type Interference curve (gQ=+1} rises
towards the limiting value 25$ recombination and oscillates about this

value.

For values of g0 between 0 and -1, the curves are of
interest chiefly for the values of x and y at the first maximum and

first minimum. These are shifted to the right as type interference

diminishes (Fig, 2), ,

(vi) The effect on recombination of type-position interference

Interaction.

For a given amount of type interference, gQ, an increase
in the type-position interference interaction parameter, A, leads

to a decrease in the mean value of JgJ An increase in X, therefore,
affects the reoombination-fraction/map-di3tance curve in much the same

way as a decrease in jg^ thus in a curve showing more than 50$
recombination, the magnitude of the first maximum can be reduced either

\<n w-v

by a _uilLLUifj I .III up g0 or by an increase in A. In oontraat to the
effect of gQ» the variation in X does not ftuoh influence the position of
the maximum.
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In view of the results of Wright (1947) in which she obtained

a recombination fraction of greater than 50, a between sex and two other

genes, it is of interest to consider from our own theoretical analysis,

the conditions under which recombination fractions of auoh magnitude can

ooour. In the calculations here presented, we have been dealing only

with a single ami of the chromosome. If we assume that there is no

interference across the centromere, then the chiasmata formed in the two

arms are independent of each other, Hi© recombination fraction between

two loci in different anas whose recombination with the centromere is

y\j, y2, respectively, is then given by Trow1 a formula,

^12 * yi ♦ y2 * 2yiys

If y. and yu are positive and lie within a certain range, it can be easily1
. a»dl

shown that the maximum value of y^g is given when either y-j or y2 is zero ^
the other is at its maximum, Teat is to say, the centromere will be one

thob" JJVIVV. Uaj
end of fete* region including the centrcmere,—with the maximum recombination

value. In discussing the maximum, we can then confine our attentions to

a single arm.

We have mad© a distinction between "position interference",

affecting the distribution of the chiasmata along the chromosome and

"type interference" affecting the chromatids which take part in neighbouring
chiasm{xfca. In order that y^2 shall exoeed 5Q^» it i® necessary that

negative type interference be present, i*e, that neighbouring pairs of
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Ghiaaaeta are more frequently of the four-strand digressive type than

of the two-strand regressive type . y12 may then exoeea 50$, even in
the absence of any position interference (see section ii)# However

the magnitude of the excess of the maximum value above fjO/o will depend

on the strength of the position interference. With complete negative

type interference (all pairs of chiaamata of the four-strand type) the

maximum is ?or no position interference and 62,6/s for position

interference of the strength assumed by Owen (I = £). At the extreme

of position interference (localised chiasmata) and of type interference

(four-strand doubles) the recombination fraction will take the value of

100$ if there is an even number of ohiasmata between the loci and the

value of sera when there is an odd number.

SUMMARY

1. A mathematical treatment of genetioal recombination has been

given using a four-strand model.

2. Two distinct kinds of interference are recognised - position

interference„ affecting the distribution of chiasmata along the chromosome,

and type interference, affecting the strands which take part in neighbouring
chi&sm&ta.

3. For recombination values to exceed 5Q>«, type interference of a

particular kind is necessary.

4. In the presence of type interference, recombination values may

exceed 50 in the absence of position interference but, in general, with

given type interference, the greater the position interference, the higher
becomes the maximum value of the recombination fraction.
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lk^MS<L^S^gqtio^,,for tlUk Yield in 1 airy Cattle

' M, Reaiel. A. Robertson and K, Allm.

Animal Breeding and Genetics Research Organisation. Edinburgh,

In his address to the 1948 Genetics Congress# Lush discussed

the relevance of heritability estimates to the genetic improvement

shown in fans animals and suggested that there is at present sane

contradiction between the known values for heritability and the

genetic changes found, "This is a challenge and demands a solution,

I have no solution in which X have strong faith# but the following

possibilities are mentioned as worth examining. Perhaps the breeders

have not been and are not yet practising as intense selection as we

think. Only a few fragmentary studies have been published. For the

most part, they indicate that for some reason or other the actual

average selection differential is smaller than most of us think,"
P.endel and Robertson (1) have made a theoretical investigation

of the genetic improvement in milk yield that can be obtained by

selection within a closed herd without progeny testing. The annual

rate of Improvement is governed by the intensity of seleqtion (depen-
sdent on replacement and reproductive rates)# by the heritability of
milk yield# and by the average generation interval. With the most
intense selection and the shortest generation length possible, they



ahowefi that the probable genetic improvement is about 1.0> a year.

Taking into account tha actual generation length, which is rather

longer than that in the theoretical populations they suggested that

tha improvement in dairy herds is probably less than 0.6h a year.

In actual cases, it is not possible to measure the genetic improve¬

ment directly because the steady improvement in the general level

of animal husbandry and tha increase in efficiency of the hardowner

with experience may produce trends indistinguishable from those due

to selection. However, the genetic increase in yield may be esti¬

mated from the selection known to have been practised and a knowledge

of the heratability. In the paper mentioned above, such methods

were developed and applied to the selection in an individual herd.

Since then Sahedevan (2) has applied the method to estimate the

genetic improvement due to culling in a group of pedigree .Ayrshire

herds. In this paper, we present the results of an investigation

into tha amount of selection for milk yield practised by breeders,

and an estimate of the genetic gain which should have resulted from

it.

The Collection of the Data.

The herds, whose records are used inthis work, were originally

chosen for another purpose because of their high yield. Some, though

by no means all, are well knowri bull breeding herds. The twenty-
two/



two herds belong to s ven breeds - .Ayrshire, Eriesian, Guernsey,

Jersey, Hed Poll, shorthorn and Kerry. filth the exception of the

Kerry herd {the on© discussed in the original paper) the herds

wove recorded under the senior scheme of the national Milk Records

Association, and we hare used these records in our investigation*

$e should like to take this opportunity of thanking all those

breeders who hare so kindly put their records at our disposal, and

in may eases allowed us to borrow their record books.

The Effect of Pulling.

In the absence of prog ny testing, the process of selection

in diary cattle may be divided into two parts, the selection of eons

whose daughters will be accepted into the herd, and the selection of

cows whose sons will be uaecl in the herd or will be sold to other

herds, as the number of bulls in us© at any time is small relative

to the number of cows,.the intensity of selection in the second part

ia usually much higher than in the first. We shall consider the

two separately.

Sa© selection of the dams of future heifers is the result of

the continuous culling which takes place. A cow is more likely to

leave daughters in milking herd if she survives for ten lactations

than if she survives for only two. However, there ia net a strict

correspondence between culling and selection of daraa of heifers? for

example, all the calves a cow has may be bulls, or the breeder may

save/



save the daughters of a cow that he has oulled at an early age. ka

a result of culling, the cows surviving in the herd for another lactation

usually have a higher average yieia than the population from which they

w©re saved. This difference we shall refer to as the culling differential.

The values obtained for this are given in Table I. In this calculation,

as indeed for all others in this paper, we have excluded all lactations

that might have been affected by disease and also all lactations of less

than 200 days. The table sets out the number of cows in each lactation,

the proportion culled and the culling differential. In order to combine

the values for the different herds, all lactations have been expressed in

terms of the herd mean for that lactation. Thus 490 cows had a fourth

lactation, 32.2^0 were culled, and the remainder had an average yield

2,57- above the average of all fourth lactations. It will be noted that

the proportion of cows culled each year increases as the cows get older,

presumably because of the increase in the wastage rate from infertility

and disease. The culling differential is highest in the second and third

lactations, and then declines. The figures for later lactations are

rather variable because of small numbers.

The effect of culling in terms of its contribution to genetic

improvement can only be calculated by weighting the yields of 00W3

according to the number of their daughters whioh come into the milking

herd. We must also pay regard to the number of lactations on whioh a

cow's merit can be judged. The more lactations a cow has, the more

accurate will be the estimate of her breeding value. The genetic superiorit

of dams of heifers over their contemporaries is then given by
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where ia the heritability based on t lactations, Y is the mean of

the first lactations of the whole herd, Y^ is the mean of the lactation

yields (corrected to first lactation) and n the number of daughters

whioh come into the herd for each cow. The heritabilities assumed are

given in Table 2, They have been calculated on the assumption of a

heritability and repeatability of a single record of 0,25 and 0,50 respect-

sively, Only the fir st four lactations have been taken into account as

it was found that further lactations added very little to the estimate

based on four lactations. The age corrections used in combining the

records were obtained by the paired-lactation method underestimate# the

effect of age on yield and use of the corrections makes the older cows

look better than they really are. The genetic superiority will therefore

be slightly overestimated tsy this method. In order to obtain an

unbiased sample it is necessary to exclude all cows whioh entered the

herd after the oldest cow still milking. The results are shown in Table I

It will be seen that the genetic superiority of the oows from whioh heifers

are bred is small. Averaging again for all breeds by expressing the yield

in terms of the herd fflgan, the average genetic superiority of dams of

heifers above their contemporaries is 1»55$»

Selection in the Breeding of Bulls,

In the absence of any further selection, the culling would also

affect the selection of dams of bulls by restricting the number of oows



from which halls could be bred. However, we have considered the breeding

of bulls separately, and have investigated the extent to which the bulls

used in pedigree herds were bred out of cows genetioally superior to their

contemporaries, in this case, as most of the bulls are used in herds

other than that in which they were bred, we have made a distinction between

bulls kept by the breeder for use in his own herd, and bulls sold, The

work involved searching the herdbooks for all registered heifers sired by

bulls bred in the herds under investigation. The yield of the dam of

eaeh bull was then weighted by the number of registered heifers that he has

sired. The results are set out in Table 4* It is olear that the bulls

subsequently used for breeding in pedigree herds are bred from cows that

are considerably above the average of their herd in yield. The bulls

kept by the breeder for his own use are on the average bred from better

cows than the bulla that are sold. The dams of bulls kept are genetically

superior to their contemporaries by about 6>. The dams of all lulls bred

in these herds and used in pedigree herds are only genetically superior

to their contemporaries by 3»9A»

ifonua^ Genetic Gaii^,

In an earlier paper, (1)„ such estimates of the genetic superiority

of selected females were used to calculate the probable rate of genetio

ingjrovement in a closed herd. Unfortunately, we cannot use the above

estimates with any confidence to calculate the average genetic improvement

of breeds as a whole, Heoenfc work on breed structure (3) shows that a



pedigree breed is divided into hards at three or four levels, the

breeders in the lower levels buying bulla from hards above them on the

scale. In such a situation, it is only the genetic improvement in the

top group that makes a permanent contribution to the breed as a whole.

Any temporary improvement in the herds at the lower levels, as for instance

by culling, is continually diluted by the use of bulla from the higher

groups. The great mass of herd-owners are in fact passing over their

breeding responsibilities to the breeders in the top group. To estimate

the genetic improvement in the breed, we must know the seleotion practised

in the top group. The herds included in this investigation are by" no

means all members of the top group of the breed in this sense, and to that

extent oannot be taken as representative of that level. However, in the

paper following this, Mahadevan (4) has dealt with herds the majority of

which are in the top breeding group and his results are in general

agreement with our own.

We have made two separate estimates of the genetic superiority

of the dams of bulls, one referring to bulls kept and the other to all

bulls used# It might be expected that the true value, as far as the

genetic improvement of the whole breed is concerned, will lie somewhere

between these two limits, but as there is no information about the genetic

value of the bulls bought by the leading herds, we have calculated two

rates of improvement, one based on one estimate, and one on the Other,
The annual genetic improvement was calculated from the genetic superiority
of the parents and their average age when their offspring were born. The
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expression for the genetic improvement is then J& , where I is the

genetic superiority and L the average age of parents when their offspring
are horn and where the I«s and L4s refer to the four paths by which

genes are passed from one generation to the next (cow to oow, bull to cow,

etc.). If we assume that no effective progeny testing is taking place,

then the genetic superiority along two of the paths (from bull to oow, and

from bull to bull) is aero, and the value of 2L is approximately 18 years,

fh® expected annual improvement in yield is then W. ,* ,3t.S a 0.28$ if
<16? 18

we take the lower estimate of I_ and JUJuS JsUtS. = 0,41/i> if we take theOB 18

higher. For a breed averaging 800 gallons a year, this would mean an

annual improvement in yield of around 2-3 gallons, or 10 gallons a generation

Discussion.

As Lush has stated above, the previous studies on the selection

practised in farm animals are few and fragmentary. There is a fair amount

of information on the reason for disposal of dairy cows (e.g. 5# 6, 7) but

very little on the actual selection taking place in oulling except the work
tV*. K-Utfcibw dltni WUl a ar. c. I" Iff h**.-*

of Seath. To the best of our knowledge, there has been no previous study^
of one herd. Seath (6) studied in considerable detail the oulling in 186
herds in Iowa and Kansas, His results are in general agreement with those

presented here# He finds, for instance, an average culling differential
of 4,1$ and for yield in Iowa and Kansas respectively, compared to
our figure of 3,14$. He found that low yield was the chief cause of

culling, accounting for 30.5$ of all cows culled. The oulling for low

production generally took place in the early lactations. In his application



of his results to th© estimation of the probable yearly genetic improvement

in yieldj we however find ourselves in disagreement with him. He obtains •

a value for the genetic improvement by multiplying the culling differential

(after correction for disease in certain culls) by a value for the

heritability derived from the data and dividing by two. In making the

last step, he is tacitly making the reasonable assumption that culling

affects the breeding of bulls as well as of heifers. But the assumption

that the culling differential is equivalent to a selection differential

(in the usual sense of the last phrase, the phenotypio difference between

animals which become parents of the next generation and their contemporaries

and his leaving the generation interval out of account, do not seem to be

Justified. In terms of selection between contemporaries, the effects of

the culling process is a continued selection. The older cows are the

residue after several callings and for that reason are genetically superior

to the heifers in their first lactation which have not been cuilea at all

in yield. From our data, it appears that our value, obtained by taking

into account the number of daughters which come into the herd and all

lactations up to the fourth, gives a value for the genetio superiority of

dams of cows, I , of about half the culling differential C. Then00

assuming that I » XGB# we have for the annual genetio improvement withvC to

Allium along ftG K Ifi Iff a SL • Seath^s method on the other hand gives
18 18

0m at 1 x (heritability of a single record) x C a •£ « The overall effect
of Seath's method of calculation is therefore to overestimate the probable

annual genetio improvement by a factor of about 2.25. We may therefore
amend Seath's conclusions to"the estimated yearly hereditary increase in
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in herd average expected to result from the selection found in this

study ranged from 11 to 1? pounds of milk".

In tiiis present study, we find that culling alone will give

a probable annual gem tic improvement of about 0,15 * or 1,2 gallons at a

mean level of 800 gallons which is in reasonable good, agreement with our

emendation of Seath's results. If we also include the selection of dams

of bulls, we find a probable genetic improvement of 0,3$-0,1$ a year or

2-3 gallons. Comparison of this figure with the 0,6$ a year estimated

above as the probable maximum with existing generation lengths suggests

that, in spite of the verbal emphasis often placed on other characters auoh

as type, the selection that is being oarried out on yield on the female side

is about two-thirds of the possible, This may be rather a biassed conolusi

because of the selection of the herds in the investigation, which might

be expected to place more than the usual en^hasis on yield. However,

Mahadevan, on a group of herds not selected primarily for yield, f nds a

rather higher probable annual improvement of 3,5 gallons, his figure for

the selection of the dams of cows being rather higher than ours. The

probable improvement of 2-3 gallons a year is a good deal less than the

breeder usually imagines he can achieve. At best, the rates of

improvement are exceedingly low and herds which regularly buy bulls from

the leading pedigree herds can expect to be not far behind them in genetic

level.

This conclusion, of course, applies mostly to the selection that

has been taking place in the last twenty or so years. There is no doubt

that, with the general increase in milk recording, the emphasis on yield
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has been greater than It was earlier. Over the period of twenty years,

therefore, in the absence of disturbing factors such as importations

(which have probably been the governing factor in the Friesian, Guernsey

and Jersey breeds) we might have expected a total genetic improvement in

annual yield of around 50 gallons. It is doubtful whether a change of this

magnitude would have been detected against the background of the changes

in management level, due for instance to the immediate influence of the

war and the subsequent shortages of concentrates,

W© have not dealt with selection for fat percentage because

the sample of herds fat recorded was rather unbalanced (there were no

Friesian herds, for instance). However, on the average, the selection

for fat percentage was slight but downward In direction. This is probably

due to the negative correlation between yield and fat percentage, which

will cause selection for yield alone to result automatically in selection

against fat percentage.



TABLE I

fbenotypio seleotion for Milk and Fat due to Culling

Lactation Ho. of Cows Ho. culled Selection as $ of yield
Milk

1 1586 27.7 +2.90

2 1274 35.4 +3.97

3 899 35.2 +4.15

4 490 32.2 +2.57

5 365 36.7 +1.11

6 239 49.4 +0.01

7 121 47.1 +3.05

8 79 50.6 -0,02

9 35 74.3 +6,06

Mean culling differential 3 3.14^



WB 2

Heritabilit.v of Yield and Pat A

Ho. of Records Heritabllity
Averaged Milk Yield

1 0.25

2 0.33

3 0.37

4 0.40
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Selection for Milk Held of Lwa to Breed Qows

Genetic selection Genetic selection

Breed Based on s- Dahts. Mean Yield as % of mean

1-4 laet.

Ayrshire + 1,11 galls. 38 790 0.14

Frieaian + 8.74 H 473 830 1.05

Guernsey +10.70 w 170 720 1.49

Jersey + 8.07 " 101 690 1.17

fiedpoll -14.25 ■ 42 770 -1,85

Shorthorn +14.40 * 703 640 2.25

Total 1527 1.55



TABLE 4

Selection for Milk Yield of Dams of Bulla

Ho. Ho. Genetic Superiority Superiority as %
Breed Bulls Dghts. of Balls* Deias of mean yield

Ayrshire Kept
Sold

11

71
267
1864

6.44 galls.
11.13 B

0.8
1.4

Friesian Kept
Sold

6
100

212
1556

42.61
41.15

R

a
5.1
4.9

Jersey Kept
Sold

10
34

235
356

48.49
18.73

M

If
7.0
2.7

Shorthorn Kept
Sold

30
118

714
1509

48.59
24.29

19

tt
7.6
3.8

Kerzy Kept
Sold

24 251
not known

37.68 It 8.2

Total Kept 84 1679 6.2

All 488 6964 3.9



SPMMAgy

1® The amount of selection for milk yield has "been measured in

a group of high yielding herds®

2. As a result of culling, the average genetic superiority above

their contemporaries of cows that leave heifers in the herd is 1,55$ of the

average yield. Culling alone would then probably give an annual genetic

improvement of about 0,15$#

3# The cows from which bull calves were kept for use in

pedigree herds were, on the average, 3#9$ genetically superior in

yield to their contemporaries. Bulls used in the herd in which they

were bred were, on the average, out of better cows than the bulls that

were sold, Prom both culling and the selection of dams of bulls, the

probable annual genetic improvement is 0,3 - 0,4- or 2-3 gallons a year.

4, The selection for fat percentage was slight but downward

in direction.
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